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Failure to lodge a caveat⚑ Generally, not necessarily amounts 
to a postponing conduct: Butler.

Other methods to protect the UI may be available, e.g., keep position of the CT: J & H Just (Holding)

If the the relationship between the UI and RP is so close, e.g., family relationship,, the UI won’t be 
postponed b/c it is not reasonably foreseeable that he would be exposed to the risk of a later sale: Jacobs.

Exceptions as to postponing conduct

Where the later UI searched the Register and found nothing irregular: Butler.

Where the earlier UI acted negligently in arming the 3rd party with the capacity to 
represent itself to be the true owner of the land, the engagement of a fraudulent and 
deceptive conduct by the 3rd party therefore is a reasonably foreseeable risk: Heid.

Where the earlier UI withdrew a caveat and the withdrawal led to the 
belief of the later UI that the earlier UI no longer sought to protect his 
interests or no longer had an interest to protect: Barlin.

s 43A⚑

Dealing registrable

Not a void dealing: Mayer

Signed by the RP, or accompanied by CT or the purchaser has 
means of compelling its production: Finlay.

Dealing in registrable form: s 36(6)

Dealing must be lodged promptly, or at least within a 
reasonable time after settlement: Finlay.

Dealing must be immediately registrable.

Stamp duty has been paid off: Taleb

Dealing must not be blocked by a caveat: Taleb.

The dealing must be immediately 
registrable, i.e., no intermediate 
dealing: Weller.

Sale by direction — immediately registrable: Jonray

Discharge of the mortgage granted by the original RP — 
immediately registrable: Weller.

Discharge of the mortgage granted by the mortgagee 
— intermediate dealing — not immediately registrable: 
Jonray.

Notice

Notice of the earlier UI before the settlement defeat the protection: Barlin.

Rules in Wilkes
If s 43A can be relied on,the protection afforded to the purchaser can also be 
claimed by a later purchaser taking a legal interest from the purchaser (as a 
“shelter”) even if the successive had notice of the earlier EI or was a volunteer.

Such subsequent purchaser can only shelter from sb who is directly 
protected by s 43A, not those who are indirectly protectedl

Only need to search the Torrens 
Register.

On settlement, mortgagee should provide a 
discharge of mortgage (from the mortgagee to 
the original RP) and a transfer from the original 
RP to the purchaser, free of mortgage) and the 
CT.

Defective discharge.

Include actual, constructive and imputed notice: Finlay. 

Exceptions

Where notice of an EI had been received before the settlement of 
the first dealing: Barlin.

Where the first dealing is void: Jonray.
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Extinguishment
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Extinguishement

Express release

Implied release by Abandonment or Non-use

By operation of law

By order of court

OSL: s 23B, CA, by deed

TTL; by registered transfer, s 47(6), RPA.

An easement may also be released on the registration of a plan for the land: s 88B(2)(c1), (3A), CA.

Common ownership Exceptions

s 88B, CA, register plan

s 47(7), RPA, easement recorded in the Register shall not be extinguished solely by reason of the same person becoming the RP of the SL and DL. 

s 89(1), CA

Applies to TTS and OSL: s 89(8)

Onus on the person alleging the abandonment: Treweeke.

Intention to relinquish the easement: Treweeke.

Length of the non-use is relevant, but not decisive. 

Where the DL changed in a way that effectively makes future use impossible, indicating an abandonment: Heg v Alldredge.

Irrelevant considerations

non-use of the easement where there exits a satisfactory alternative;

no objection to the SL owner to use the site of the easement for her own purpose

the existence of a fence on the site of the easement is irrelevant as fence can be moved easily or a gate can be inserted.

SL owner’s own construction obstructs the right of way is irrelevant. 

Estoppel may be a relevant consideration, which precluded the DL 
owner from denying that the easement had been abandoned.

Need to show SL owner’s reliance and the potential detriment 
if the DL owner is not estopped. 

s 49, RPA Enables the R-G to treat an easement as abandoned on evidence of 20-years’ non-use. 

Pieper v Edwards

Even though the acts or omission which amounted to abandonment was done by the predecessors in title;

The easement remains on the Register (or the release of the easement has not been registered), and

The present DL owner had no notice of the abandonment when acquiring the land. 

s 46A, a person may create a registered easement despite owning both the SL and DL, if both lands are in TTS.

10(2/2)
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Unfair price of Sale & Mortgagor's injunction
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Factors indicting the price is 
not the best price obtainable?

ADVERTISEMENT

Inadequacy of coverage and description of the 
material information of property: Cuckmere 
Brick v Mutual Finance; 

Failure to refer to the advantage obtained by virtue 
of the development approval

Inadequacy of the extent of the publication: 
Pendlebury v The Colonial Mutual Life Assurance;

Failure to describe the location of the property and its advantage, 
and only advertised in two newspapers not locally.

VALUATION Mortgagee should ascertain a proper valuation of the land. 

AUCTION OR PRIVATE SALE?
In Forsyth v Blundell, the mortgagee did not proceed to auction 
and sold the property to the purchaser in a private transaction 
with an undervalued price amounted to a breach of the duty. 

Mortgagee has an obligation to follow up the perspective 
purchaser. — if the purchaser has already put an offer, 
mortgagee should not go elsewhere for another purchaser. 

ACTS OF AGENTS
Mortgagees remain personally liable for the action of their 
agents: Cuckmere Brick v Mutual Finance; s 111A, CA. 

OUTLAYING MONEY TO IMPROVE 
PROPERTY

Mortgagees generally are not required to expend money on the mortgaged property, but may 
choose to do so in order to reasonably increase the likely sale price: Southwell v Roberts; or where 
it was impossible for him to sell the property without the improvement: Matzner v Clyde Securities. 

but expenditure must not be out of proportion with mortgage 
debt and the value of the security;

must not hamper the mortgagor’s right to redeem; and

must not radically alter the nature and useful purpose of the land. -- for example, 
erect a house on the vacant portion of the land.

TIME OF SALE — GENERALLY 
IRRELEVANT

The mortgagee may sell immediately, even though by waiting for an 
improved market a better price may be obtained: Davey v Durrant.

In ANZ Banking Group v Bangadilly Pastoral, the sale was held just before the Christmas. As a matter of 
practice, purchase price will be lower down during the period of Christmas. 

Mortgagor’s injunction

Power of sale properly exercised

Power of sale improperly exercised

No binding contract

Contract is settled

If mortgagee’s power of sale has properly arisen, mortgagor must pay debt into court if an injunction is sought 
to restrain contract being entered into: Inglis v Commonwealth Trading Bank of Australia. — payment-in rule

Where mortgagee has already entered into a contract of sale pursuant to a proper 
exercise of the power of sale, the court will not restrain completion: Forsyth v Blundell.

Exchange of contract

If power of sale has not been properly exercised, and contract has not been entered into, the mortgagor is 
entitled to an injunction to restrain contract being entered into (mortgagor has (at least) an equitable interest 
and “purchaser” doesn’t yet have an interest): Forsyth 

If power of sale has been improperly exercised, and a contract has been entered into but not completed, the 
mortgagor is entitled to an injunction to restrain completion: Forsyth v Blundell. 

If power of sale has not been properly exercised, and a contract has been entered into and completed, the mortgagor is 
entitled to have sale set aside if purchaser had notice of defect, but not otherwise: Forsyth v Blundell. 

If mortgagor alleges that mortgagee’s power of sale has not properly arisen (eg defective notice) or is being exercised 
improperly, generally no requirement of paying into court in proceedings for an injunction to prevent contract being entered into.
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